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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we study the performance of a doubly fed induction machine when its stator and rotor are
respectively fed by a matrix converter and a multi level inverter. For this, we first present the structures
and models of the machine, the multi level inverter and matrix converter. Then, using simulation
analysis, we proceed to test the rate of harmonic distortion of the stator currents obtained for the two
considered configurations. The obtained simulation results by numerical simulations are shown and
analyzed.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Today, the growing interest of the doubly fed induction ma-
chine (DFIM) is due to its applications for renewable energy gener-
ator or motor for industrial applications. It offers the accessibility
to its rotor and thus the possibility of a power converter as well
as the side of the stator side of the rotor. Some studies make it a
serious competitor to several electric machines, especially the clas-
sic squirrel machine. Indeed, in wind energy, DFIM has many
advantages: the converter connected to the rotor frame is sized
to a third of the rated rotor losses in the semi-conductor is low,
etc. For motor applications, the induction machine occupies the
first place. However, the DFIM fed by two present converters, espe-
cially for applications of great power performances, motor over
speed (up to twice the rated speed) without demagnetization, good
performance at very low speed operation without speed sensor,
etc. In addition, DFIM with its dual power offers several possibili-
ties for reconfiguring the operating mode of the machine.

Indirect frequency conversion using a cascade rectifier–inverter
is more used than the direct conversion. It is desirable to replace
the first conversion with compact converter, while maintaining
good waveform input/output and the possibility of adjusting the
power factor at the entrance. In recent years, research advances
in power electronics have enabled the emergence of a matrix con-
verter (MC) for converting direct AC/AC. Today, the MC has become
an important research and more attractive by many researchers in
the field of training or variable-speed generation with these

advantages over conventional converters such as cyclo-converter
the rectifier–inverter cascade. In the studies of the matrix con-
verter, there are control strategies mainly adopted to control the
matrix converter. The MC has recently been the subject of lots of
research for its simple topology, possibility of greater power den-
sity due to the absence of a large DC link capacitor and easy control
of the input power factor [1,2].

The first method based on Venturini modulation and the second
on space vector modulation. In this paper we have used the meth-
od Least Mean Square Error (LMSE). This method has a unique
advantage over others, which is reducing the total harmonic
distortion reduced. In this paper, we present the modeling of DFIM
and simulation results for the considered machine when it is fed
with a multi-level inverter and a matrix converter.

2. Modeling of the doubly fed induction machine

The doubly fed induction machine has a three-phase winding in
the stator. Its rotor consists of a three-phase winding accessible by
three rings with sliding contacts (brushes) [3]. The DFIM with the
distributions of its windings and its own geometry is very complex.
Therefore to analyze it, its exact configuration is taken into ac-
count. It is then necessary to adopt the following simplifying
assumptions in order to develop a simple model [4–6]. Then, to
develop a model of DFIM, it is assumed that the machine is sym-
metric and constant air gap, the magnetic circuit is not saturated
and it is perfectly laminated iron losses and hysteresis are negligi-
ble, the magneto motive force (mmf) created in one phase of the
stator and rotor are sinusoidal distribution along the gap and the
influence of the temperature effect is neglected. Thus, considering
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the schematic in Fig. 1, where the phases are designated by sa, sb

and sc in the stator, ra, rb and rc for the rotor and the electrical angle
h defines the relative position between the instantaneous axis
magnetic phase stator and rotor.

The matrix equations of the voltages of stator and rotor phases
that describe its operation are defined below:

½Us� ¼ ½Rs�½is� þ
d
dt
ð½Ls� � ½is�Þ þ

d
dt
ð½Msr � � ½ir �Þ ð1Þ

½Ur� ¼ ½Rr�½ir � þ
d
dt
ð½Lr � � ½ir �Þ þ

d
dt
ð½Msr � � ½is�Þ ð2Þ

where:

½Us� ¼ Usa Usb Usc½ �T ; ½is� ¼ isa isb isc½ �T ð3Þ

½Ur� ¼ Ura Urb Urc½ �T ; ½i� ¼ ira irb irc½ �T ð4Þ
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½Msr � ¼ ½Msr�T ð8Þ

The electrical equations and the flux linkage expressions of the
DFIM in the synchronous reference frame (d_q) are given by:

Vds ¼ Rs � ids þ d/ds
dt �xe � /qs

Vqs ¼ Rs � iqs þ
d/qs

dt �xe � /ds

Vdr ¼ Rs � idr þ d/dr
dt �xsl � /qr

Vqr ¼ Rr � iqr þ
d/qr

dt �xsl � /dr

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð9Þ

/ds ¼ Ls � ids þM � idr

/dr ¼ Ls � ids þ L � idr

/qs ¼ Ls � iqs þM � iqr

/qr ¼ Ls � iqs þ Lr � iqr

8>>><
>>>:

ð10Þ

With Vds, ids, Uds are respectively the «d» components of the stator
voltages, current and flux linkage; Vqs, iqs, Uqs are respectively the
«q» components of the stator voltages, current and flux linkage;
Vdr, idr, Udr are respectively the «d» components of the rotor voltages,
current and flux linkage; Vqr, iqr, Uqr are respectively the «q» compo-
nents of the rotor voltages, current and flux linkage; Rs and Rr are
respectively the per phase stator and the per phase rotor resistance;
we is the speed of the synchronous reference frame; Ls, Lr, M are
respectively the stator self inductance and the rotor self inductance
and the mutual inductance between stator and rotor.

The electromagnetic torque is evaluated as:

Tem ¼ p �Mðiqs � idr � ids � iqrÞ ð11Þ

With p is the number of pole pairs.
The dynamical equation of machine is described as:

J
dX
dt
¼ Tem � Tl � kf X ð12Þ

After arrangement, we obtain a repository related fields turning [7],
the global model of the DFIM is presented by the following expres-
sion (13):

dids
dt ¼A11 � idsþA12 � iqsþA13 � idrþA14 �xr � iqrþB11 �VdsþB12Vdr

diqs

dt ¼�A12 � idsþA11 � iqs�A14 �xr � idrþA13 � iqrþB11 �VqsþB12Vdr

didr
dt ¼A31 � idsþA32 �xr � iqsþA33 � idrþA34 � �iqrþB31 �VdsþB32Vdr

diqr

dt ¼�A32 �xr � idsþA31 � iqs�A34 � idrþA33 � iqrþB31 �VqsþB12Vqr

dxr
dt ¼

p2 �M
J ðidr � iqs� iqr � idsÞ�

kf

J �xr� p
J �Tl

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð13Þ
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3. Modeling and control of the inverter

3.1. Structure of NPC three level inverter

Fig. 2 shows the structure of a three-phase three level inverter.
The DC voltage source is formed by the series connection of two
groups of capacitors provides at point (0) a half-voltage E/2.

This structure outputs three voltage levels �E/2, 0, and E/2
according to the configurations defined in Table 1.

The three-level inverter output voltages are obtained using the
following expression [8]:

Uio ¼ Ci � E=2 ð14Þ

With, Ci = �1; Ci = 0 or Ci = 1;

Uan

Ubn

Ucn

2
64

3
75 ¼ 1=6

2 �1 �1
�1 2 �1
�1 �1 2

2
64

3
75 �

Uao

Ubo

Uco

2
64

3
75 ð15Þ

Now if you consider all the switches, all phases, we obtain
83 = 64 possible combinations [9], where the 27 combinations pre-
sented in Table 2 are used practically.Fig. 1. Schematic representation of DFIM.
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